
1. Unscrew and remove the fuel hose from the burner. Unscrew the nut at the bottom of the burner.

2. Remove the windshield with legs. It is possible, but a little tricky, to bring the control key assembly

out of the hole on the windshield.

3. Fit the priming wick on the burner. If the burner is equipped with a hexagonal bottom nut in stainless

steel, shall the enclosed washer be fitted after the wick.

4. Fit the adapter on the burner (threading through the hole on the adapter). The arms of the adapter

should point upwards, so that the arms of the

adapter are by the burner head.

5. Fit the enclosed priming cup. Do not forget to tighten the nut. Fit and tighten the fuel hose again.

Ensure there are no fuel leaks before lighting the burner.

1. Fit your NOVA burner into the hole for the meths burner from above. Start with the fuel

hose; put it through the small hole designated for multifuel burner adaptions. Fit the

control valve through the larger hole.

2. Press the NOVA burner downwards a bit until the adapter locks onto the wind shield.

3. Connect the NOVA to the pump and fuel bottle

(refer to your NOVA manual).

(B) Fitting NOVA into the Trangia Wind Shield

OPTIMUS TRANGIA ADAPTER No. 8016303

 For fitting optimus NOVA into Trangia 25 and 27

MONTERINGSANVISNING - INSTRUCTION FOR USE

(A) Fitting the Adapter on the NOVA burner

Your stove is now ready to be used. Study your NOVA manual carefully prior to using the stove.

N.B! Your NOVA has a high output. Be careful when cooking. If food is burnt or liquid is boiled

dry, you may damage pots and pans.

N.B! When using the frying pan as a lid, place it with the edges upwards. If the edges are facing

downwards, the burner may be suffocated and the flame can go out.

On our website you can discover more about camp kitchen.

https://www.recreationid.com/camp-kitchen.html
https://www.recreationid.com/optimus/

